
1. Match the statements from column 1 with
column 2 and find which of the 
following pair of statements given in the
options make contextually and grammati-
cally correct sense.

Column 1 Column 2
A: Disaster costs are D: due to rising 
expected to continue natural hazard 
to increase risk and decaying 

critical
infrastructure.

B: I will not comment E: that has not 
on a budget been released.

C: Nobody could  F: as it had not 
think of any answer   occurred to any 
to her very queer one that there 
question could even be 

such a question.

1) AE 2) BD 3) BD & CF 
4) CE 5) AD

Directions (2 - 5): 
In the given questions, a sentence has been
broken into four parts and the last part has
been highlighted, which is grammatically
correct. Out of the remaining four parts,
only one is grammatically incorrect, which
will be your answer. If all the parts are cor-
rect, mark 5 as your answer.

2. If your going to write a space opera about
(A) / robots and men who work together to
defeat (B) / the evil Dorth Vorder or if you
want to write a book (C) / about how to
hack your life so you only (D) / work 2
hours a year, then just stop right now (E)
1) A 2) C             3) B     
4) D               5) No error

3. They demonstrated that entrepreneur (A) /
density correlates for many things that (B) /
we intuitively associate with economic
dynamism, (C) / such as the number of
patents per (D) / head or the flow of ven-
ture capital (E)
1) C     2) A 3) B     
4) D    5) No error

4. Sticking with extremely high spectrum (A)/
prices unfortunately show (B)/ that the reg-
ulator (C)/ and the government don't care
much (D)/ about the financial health of
surviving companies (E).
1) C    2) D    3) E    
4) A 5) No error

5. Those which oppose external aid (A) / as a
form of poverty eradication tool (B) / also
proclaim that external aid (C) / contributes
to building up of a political economy (D)/
where corrupt and venal politicians
flourish (E)
1) C    2) B    3) D    
4) A 5) No error

Directions (6 - 7): 

Match the statements from column 1 with
column 2 and find which of the following
pair of statements given in the options make
contextually and grammatically correct
sense.

6. Column 1 Column 2

A. The slow seep D. of an office  
through the garden building, he has 
wall made the no job security.

B. Although my E. that can steal 
father works as your body heat.
night watchman

C. Wind, snow, rain, F. whole area 
and cold temperatures under the grapes 
are all factors a muddy swamp.

1) BD   2) AE   3) CE & BF  
4) BE  5) CD

7. Column 1 Column 2
A. His outfit consisted D. darker  
of a white cotton shirt purples and blue

were overtaking 
the sky.

B. She quickly got up E. with a black 
off the couch and bow tie and 

matching shoes.

C. The sun had nearly F. walked towards 
finished setting, the closed 

bedroom door.

1) AD   2) BE  3) CD & BF  
4) AF  5) CE

8. In the given questions, a sentence has been
broken into four parts. The last part is cor-
rect and has been highlighted while one of
the other parts contain an error. Select the
part which contains the error and mark it
as your answer. If all the parts are gram-
matically correct, mark E as your answer.

When China pulled of a spectacular cyber-
heist (A) / of data from the US Office of
Personnel (B) / Management (OPM) in
2014, including 18 million (C) / copies of
security clearance forms for federal (D) /
employees, this was met not with anger,
but awe (E).
1) A 2) C       3) B      4) D     5) No error

Directions (9 - 13): 
In each of these questions, a sentence with
four words printed in bold type is given.
These are numbered (a), (b), (c), (d). One of
these four words printed in bold may be
either wrongly spelled or inappropriate in
context of the sentence. Find out the word
which is wrongly spelled or inappropriate if
any. The number of that word is your
answer. If all the words printed in bold are
correctly spelled and also appropriate in
the context of the sentence, mark (e) "All
correct" as your answer.

9. Earlier, the Central Board of Film
Certification, which under its present
director, Pahlaj Nihalani, has not exactly
distinguished itself, had granted a certifi-
cate to the film after suggestting 14 cuts.
1) under 2) distinguished
3) granted 4) suggestting 
5) all correct

10. Though climate change has been an inter-
nationally recognised challenge since the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change in 1992, efforts towards
streaking carbon emissions by govern-
ments remain uneven and insufficient.
1) Though 2) recognised 
3) streaking 4) insufficient
5) all are correct

11. Today, even areas with a long evolutionery
history of fire, including the Mediterranean,
southern Australia and western United
States, are seeing higher risks of fire, a
change associated with a warming climate

and the growing number of people who live
near densely forested landscapes.
1) evolutionary 2) higher 
3) associated 4) densely 
5) all are correct

12. The scortching heat made the otherwise
daily and easy task extremely hard for the
workers.
1) scortching 2) otherwise 3) easy
4) hard 5) all correct

13. International Monetery Fund Managing
Director Christine Lagarde says the U.S.
and China should de-escalate their trade
dispute and work to fix trade rules instead
of breaking them.
1) Monetery 2) de-escalate 
3) dispute 4) instead 
5) all are correct

Directions (14 - 18): 
Rearrange the following five sentences (A),
(B), (C), (D) and (E) in the proper sequence
to form a meaningful paragraph; then
answer the questions given below them.

(A) On Thursday Tamil Nadu became the
first state to ban several brands of instant
noodles including Nestle's.

(B) Nestle said "an environment of confu-
sion for consumers" had resulted from the
bans and insisted the noodles were safe.

(C) Food group Nestle is withdrawing all of
its Maggi noodles from sale across India
after a food scare erupted when some states
banned the product for excess levels of
lead.
(D) But after coming under fire in local
media for reacting too little and too late the
group said it would recall the product
regardless.

(E) At least six Indian states have banned
Maggi noodles after tests revealed some
packets contained excess amounts of lead.

1) A 2) B        3) C      

4) D       5) E

14. Which of the following sentence should be
the THIRD after rearrangement?

15. Which of the following sentence should be
the FIFTH after rearrangement?

16. Which of the following sentence should be
the FIRST after rearrangement?

17. Which of the following sentence should be
the SECOND after rearrangement?

18. Which of the following sentence should be
the FOURTH after rearrangement?

Directions (19 - 25): 
Read the following passage carefully and
answer the questions that follow.

★ Ryan Kunz was sleeping in his tent on the
ice when the polar bear wandered into
camp. At 10,500 feet high, in the middle of
the Greenland Ice Sheet more than 200
miles from the nearest coast, the remote
U.S. scientific research station was about
the last place anyone expected one of these
sea ice-dwelling animals to be. 

★ Yet here it was, lumbering around the
National Science Foundation's (NSF)
Summit Station, the highest-altitude, north-
ernmost science operation in the Arctic,
where key meteorology and other research
is conducted. Kunz, a carpenter from
Florida, was one of the half-dozen or so
workers sleeping in "Tent City" - a collec-
tion of orange domes atop snow glinting in

the June 24-hour sunlight. It was 5:13 a.m.
"I woke up and people were screaming at us
that there was a bear," Kunz recalls. 

★ "It didn't make sense to me there was a bear
there." Never before had a polar bear been
seen this far up the ice sheet, and people
had generally assumed it wasn't possible.
Thinking it was perhaps some sort of drill,
he and the other Tent City residents began
walking casually toward the Big House, a
hard-sided building up on stilts. 

★ Top of Form "We come around the corner
and there is a polar bear maybe 30 to 50 feet
away, and it was coming at us," says Kunz.
"That definitely picked up our speed!"
The standoff lasted 36 hours. 

★ Most of the 31 staff onsite hunkered
indoors, while a few drove loud machiner-
ies around the site to repel the bear. Some
tried launching food far off onto the ice in
an effort to lure it away. People watched as
it roamed the station: investigating the out-
house, poking its nose into tents, and trying
to get into the garbage throughout that day,
night and into the next day. 

★ The female bear's incredible journey to the
top of the Northern Hemisphere's largest ice
sheet last month may have set a record for a
polar bear climb, says polar bear expert
Andrew Derocher. While the bears, whose
normal habitat is sea ice, do sometimes
travel inland and cross glaciers, "I can't
imagine anywhere else that a bear could get
that high off the ground," says Derocher, a
professor of biological sciences at the
University of Alberta, Canada, and scientif-
ic advisor to Polar Bears International. 

★ "It's such a weird thing, I mean here's an
animal that spends its whole life at sea
level." But climate change is decimating
polar bears' sea ice habitat across the Arctic,
leading to an International Union for
Conservation of Nature Red List classifica-
tion as vulnerable. With bears forced to
venture afield for food at the same time that
humans increasingly venture north for
resources and recreation, Derocher and
others say such encounters are likely to
increase. Indeed, this was the third time in
the past three years that a polar bear has
made its way to a science station deep in the
Greenland Ice Sheet interior. Twice before,
one had been seen at a Danish ice coring
site, 8,800 feet up, including one just a few
weeks earlier. Fortunately, no people were
hurt in any of those incidents. But, while
seals are the bears' normal diet, they have
been known to prey on humans.

19. How many workers, approximately, were
sleeping in the tents?
1) 6         2) 8        3) 10     
4) 12      5) 15

20. What is Polar bears' normal diet?
1) Fish 2) Shrimp 
3) Seal 4) Snake 5) Octopus
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21. What is causing the destruction of polar
bears' sea ice habitat?
1) Human interference 
2) Climate change
3) Shipping activities near these regions
4) Both A & B              5) All of the above

22. What did the staff do to drive away the
bear?
1) They lighted fire to scare the bear away.
2) They drove loud machineries around the 

site to repel the bear.
3) Some of them tried launching food far 

off into the forest to put it off.
4) Some tried making smokes of the 

firewood to push it back.
5) Both B & C

23. Who is Andrew Derocher?
1) Head of National Science Foundation
2) Professor of biological sciences at the 

University of Alberta, Canada
3) Scientific advisor to Polar Bears 

International
4) Head of International Union for 

Conservation of Nature Red List 
5) Both B & C

24. Which of the following could be the clos-
est antonym of "lumbering", as used in
the passage?
1) Sneak 2) Nibble            3) Hide 
4) Snoop 5) Retaliate

25. Which of the following could be the clos-
est synonym of "recreation", as used in
the passage?
1) leisure 2) relaxation 
3) enjoyment 4) refreshment 
5) all of the above

Directions (26 - 30): 

For each of the questions below, a sentence
is given with one blank in it. Choose the
option that provides the correct word to be
filled in the blank.

26. The Union government launched an
............... this week as part of measures to
double the number of people covered by
its pension scheme from the current 3.09
crore to more than six crore.
1) evaluation 2) intention 
3) ostracization 4) abstraction 
5) none

27. A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket carried an
Argentinian Earth- observation satellite
into space on Sunday and for the first
time ........... a first-stage booster back at
its California launch site.
1) surprised 2) travelled 
3) landed 4) expanded
5) all of the above

28. In many industries, a decade is barely
enough time to cause dramatic change
unless something ............ comes along - a
new technology, business model or serv-
ice design.
1) disruptive 2) careful 
3) struggling 4) sparkling 
5) none

29. Food manufacturers have checks and
strategies to ensure the safety of ingredi-
ents, but even the best have recalled
products that were .......... at their outset.
1) implied 2)contaminated 
3) produced 4) packed
5) none

30. The Eastern Ghats, spread across
Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka
and Tamil Nadu, have lost almost 16% of
its forest area over a ......... of 100 years, a
recently published study shows.
1) track 2) cross 
3) interval 4) span 5) none

QUANTITATIVE  APTITUDE

31. There were 17 boys who went to Goa for
a party. 16 of them spent Rs 12000 each
on the party and 17th guy spent Rs 3200
more than the average amount spent by
all of them. Find the total amount spent
by them on party in Goa?
1) Rs 217500 2) Rs 207400
3) Rs 208300 4) Rs 201200
5) Rs 213400

32. From a 100% alcohol solution of 10
litres, 2 litres of solution is taken out and
replaced with water. How many more
times should the process be done again to
get 128/25 litres alcohol in the resultant
mixture?
1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 
4) 4 5) 5

33. The ratio of present ages of Amar, Akbar
and Anthony is 5:6:8. If the difference of
present ages of Anthony and Akbar is
50% of the age of Amar 5 years ago, what
is the ratio of the ages of Amar, Akbar
and Anthony 15 years from now?
1) 7:8:11 2) 8:9:11 3) 9:10:12 
4) 11:12:14 5) 7:9:11

Directions (34 - 38):

Study the chart and answer the questions. It
was known that the school was started in
2011.

34. Find the one-fourth of the percentage
increase in the number of students admi
tted in the school from 2011 to 2015?
1) 3.4% 2) 6.8% 3) 7.2% 
4) 8.5% 5) 9.5%

35. In which year the percentage increase in
the number of admitted students was the
highest with respect to the previous
year?
1) 2012 2) 2013 3) 2014 
4) 2015 5) both 2012 & 2014

36. The number of students getting admitted
in 2014 is what percentage of the total
number of students getting admitted in
the school in those 5 years?
1) 26.2% 2) 23.6% 3) 29.3% 
4) 19.2% 5) 22.7%

37. If the number of students admitted is
expected to increase by 24% from 2015
to 2016, find the average number of 
admissions from 2011 to 2016.
1) 682 2) 508 3) 630 
4) 563 5) 537

38. Which year has the least percentage
change in the number of students 
admitted in the school with respect to the
previous year?

1) 2012 2) 2013 3) 2014 
4) 2015 5) can't be determine

39. Five-thirds of the smallest side of a right
angled triangle is equal to its largest side.
Also the length of the second largest side
of triangle is 8 cm. What is the sum of the
smallest and the largest sides of that tri-
angle together?
1) 16m 2) 14m 3) 18m 
4) 12m 5) None

Directions (40 - 44):

Find the next term in the series.

40. 10, 16, 24, 34, 46, ?
1) 73 2) 53 3) 60 
4) 47 5) 48

41. 342, 214, 122, 60, 22, ?
1) 17 2) 18 3) 2 
4) 15 5) 13

42. 36, 54, 90, 126, 198, ?
1) 234 2) 244 3) 238 
4) 210 5) 248

43. 401, 361, 323, 287, 253, ?
1) 221 2) 237 3) 236 
4) 224 5) 235

44. 6, 26, 66, 126, 206, ?
1) 299 2) 249 3) 250 
4) 297 5) 306

45. If the profit at the end of the year is 
Rs. 10,000 and the difference between the
values of A's and B's share in profit is 
Rs 2000 with A's investment being more,
what is the ratio of A's and B's 
investment?
1) 3:2 2) 4:3 3) 5:4 
4) 5:3 5) 4:1

46. Anthony was charged 20% as late fee out
of which 10% of the fine was refunded.
He suffered a loss of Rs 900, what is the
value of base fees?
1) Rs.2500 2) Rs.3000 
3) Rs.4000 4) Rs.4500 
5) Rs.5000

47. Ram gains 7.5% more profit by selling a
watch at Rs 4800 than by selling it at Rs
4500. What is the cost price of the watch?
1) Rs. 4050 2) Rs. 4200 
3) Rs. 3800 4) Rs. 4400 
5) none

48. Ram has invested some amount in a bank
for 2 years which offers simple interest at
4.5% per annum. If the bank reduces the
interest rate by 0.5% then Ram suffers a
loss of Rs 400. Find out how much money
Ram has invested?
1) Rs. 60000 2) Rs. 40000 
3) Rs. 50000 4) Rs. 30000
5) Rs. 35000

Directions (49 - 63): 

What value will come in place of question
mark (?) in the following question?

49. � 625 + ? = 1 2 of 513

1) 43   2) 60  3) 73  
4) 41  5) 40

50. � 144 + ? = 3 1 of 64
4

1) 200   2) 188   3) 203   
4) 196  5) 202

51. (?)2 + 93 = 312 - 7
1) 31 2) 15 3) 7 
4) 11 5) 3

52. 16/35 of 63% of 4095 = ? x 819

1) 1.29 2) 0.69 3) 1.44 
4) -0.06 5) 1.14

53. 20% of 50 + 40 % of 65 + 75% of 28 = ?
1) 42 2) 57 3) 66 
4) 45 5) 78

54. 63 x 48 - 45 x 55 + 126 = (?)2 x 3
1) 19 2) 21 3) 17 
4) 15 5) 9

55. 142 + 152 + 172 - ? = 83

1) 123 2) 150 3) 198 
4) 144 5) 167

56. 13 x 88 x ?   =  15
528      52
1) 350 2) 352 3) 376 
4) 360 5) 358

57. 3� 4096 + 3� 9261 + 3�343 = ?
1) 45 2) 50 3) 44 
4) 39 5) 36

58. (0.9% of 450) ÷ (0.2% of 250) = ?
1) 5.04 2) 7.5 3) 8.1 
4) 9.6 5) none

59. 5940 ÷ 54 + 5400 ÷ ? = 11200 ÷ 70
1) 54 2) 75 3) 90 
4) 108 5) 135

60. � 289 + ? = 3 2/3 of 66
1) 218 2) 235 3) 225 
4) 206 5) 234

61. 20/22 of 56% of 2816 = ? x 512
1) 2.95 2) 2.65 3) 1.75 
4) 2.8 5) 1.9

62. 56 x 77 - 38 x 32 + 6487 = (?)
2

x 7
1) 35 2) 47 3) 49 
4) 37 5) 29

63. 4
5/6

x 5
3/4

= 16
2/3

x  4
a/6

x  5
2+b

1) a = 3, b = -1/4 2) a = 3, b = -5/4
3) a = -3, b = -5/4 
4) a = -3, b = -1/4 5) None

64. Speed of a boat in still water is 10m/s and
time taken by it to travel a distance
upstream is twice the time taken by it to
travel the same distance downstream.
What is the speed of stream?
1) 15 kmph 2) 12 kmph 
3) 10 kmph 4) 18 kmph
5) other than above

65. 5 cows can graze 10 acre of grass in 15
days whereas 10 goats can graze 5 acre of
field in 20 days. How many days 3 cows
and 8 goats will take to graze 12 acre of
grass?
1) 24 days 2) 20 days 
3) 18 days       4) 15 days 5) 21 days
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21. 2 
22. 2
23. 5
24. 2
25. 5
26. 1
27. 3
28. 1
29. 2

30. 4
31. 2
32. 2
33. 2
34. 4
35. 3
36. 2
37. 5
38. 4

39. 1
40. 3
41. 3
42. 1
43. 1
44. 5
45. 1
46. 5
47. 5

48. 2
49. 2
50. 4
51. 2
52. 3
53. 2
54. 4
55. 3
56. 4

57. 3
58. 4
59. 4
60. 3
61. 4
62. 4
63. 3
64. 2
65. 2
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LOGICAL REASONING
Directions (66-70): 

Some persons are sitting in a row facing
North direction. Two people sit between G
& K who is 5th to right of N. Number of
people sitting between G & L is equal to
number of people sitting between M & P. P
is 5th from one of the ends. 3 people sit
between S & L. 1 person sit between G & S
who is not adjacent to K. M & K are adja-
cent to each other. L & O are adjacent. W
sits 7th to left of O. No. of persons sitting
towards left of N are same as those sitting
towards right of S.

66. How many people are sitting in the row?
1) 18 2) 19 3) 20 
4) 21 5) none

67. How many people are sitting between 
K & P?
1) 4 2) 5 3) 6 
4) 7 5) none

68. Which of the following statements 
is/are true?
I. K sits immediate right of M
II. 3 people sit between S & M
III. P & O are adjacent to each other
1) I 2) II 3) I & III 
4) II & III 5) All are true

69. O sits ___ to ____ of K
1) 8th, right 2) 2nd, right 
3) 8th, left 4) 10th, left        5) none

70. Who among the following sits 4th to left 
of S?
1) L 2) W 3) K 
4) N 5) none

Directions (71-73): 

Study the following information carefully &
answer the following questions:

A is sister of C. D has only two children. 

F is son-in-law of D. C is son of H. 

F is neither married to A nor C. 

D is a male. B is brother of D. 

H is married but not to D. 

F is father of A. 

G is also one of the family member.

71. Who is father of H?
3) D 1) G 2) B 
4) F 5) can’t be determine

72. How is G related to A?
1) uncle 2) Aunt 
3) Mother father 4) Grandmother
5) Can’t be determine

73. How is B related to G?
1) Uncle 2) Father        3) Brother 
4) Grandfather     5) Can’t be determine

74. In a certain code language, "sky blue
roses" is coded as "dee ree tee", "blue
guns roses" is coded as " nee dee ree ",
"guns pink sky" is coded as " gee nee tee
". Find out what will be the code for
"pink sky guns" ?
1) nee dee ree 2) tee ree nee
3) gee tee nee 4) ree gee nee
5) dee ree tee

75. Amit, facing north, starts walking
towards his house 50 meters away. After
walking 30 meters, he turns towards east
and walks for 20 meters when he turns

left. He again walks for 10 meters more
before he turns left again and walks 20
meters more. How far is he now from his
house?
1) 20 meters 2) 10 meters 
3) 30 meters 4) he reaches home 
5) returns to starting point

Directions (76-78): 

In the given question, assuming the given
statements to be true, find which of the
given two conclusions numbered I and II
is/are definitely true and give your answer
accordingly.

1) Only I is true 2) Only II is true 

3) Either I or II is true

4) Both I and II are true 

5) Neither I nor II is true

76. Statements: M < K, P < X, P > K, H = M
Conclusions: I. X > H II. X = H

77. Statement: A=B, B > C, C > D, D > E
Conclusions: (I) C > A (II) B > E

78. Statements: Q  > E > I;     N = S  > R
Conclusions: I. Q > S II. Q > I

Directions (79-83): 

Following questions are based of six 
3- letter words given below:

ARM, ACT, NUT, ILL, RUB, ORE

79. How many meaningful English word will
be formed if "F" is added before each
word?
1) 6 2) 5 3) 4 
4) 3 5) 2

80. How many meaningful English word will
be formed if first alphabet of each word
is replaced by "H"?
1) none 2) 4 3) 3 
4) 2 5) 1

81. If all the letters within each word are
rearranged according to alphabetical
order, then how many words will remain
unchanged?
1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 
4) 4 5) none

82. If each consonant is changed to 2nd next
letter according to English alphabetical
series & each vowel is changed to previ-
ous letter according to English alphabet-
ical series , then how many words will
have repetition of letter?
(change A to Z, Z to B, Y to A)
1) none 2) 3 3) 1 
4) 4 5) 2

83. In all the words are arranged in diction-
ary order from right to left, then which
word is 2nd to left of 4th word from left?
1) ACT 2) ARM 3) ILL
4) ORE 5) NUT

84. Four of the five are alike based on a cer-
tain pattern. Find the odd one out.
1) AEF 2) GJQ 3) CRU 
4) BGM 5) AHI

85. How many such pairs of letters are there

in the word 'ACTIVITY' each of which
has as many letters between them in the
word as in the English alphabet?
1) 2 2) 6 3) 4 
4) 3 5) 8

86. If all the letters of the word "GEOGRA-
PHY" are arranged as per the English
alphabetical order starting from the left
end, then the position of how many 
letters will remain unchanged?
1) None 2) one 3) two 
4) three 5) more than three

Directions (87-91): 

8 friends A, B, C, D, E, F, G & H are sitting
in a circle facing outside the circle. 
2 people are sitting between H & C who is
adjacent to B. Neither H nor E is adjacent
to G. Person sitting opposite to H is not
adjacent to D. F sits 2nd to left of B. E & D
are sitting opposite of each other.

87. Who is sitting opposite to F?
1) A 2) H 3) G 
4) C 5) None

88. Who sist 2nd to right of E?
1) C 2) G 3) B 
4) F 5) A

89. How many persons sit between A & F
when counted towards left of A?
1) None 2) 2 3) 4 
4) 6 5) None

90. Four of the following are similar in some
way. Find the odd one?
1) B & E 2) A & H 
3) G & C 4) F & A 5) D & B

91. A is related to C in some way, following
same pattern B is related to H. Following
the same pattern _____ is related to D.
1) E 2) G 3) C 
4) F 5) None

Directions (92-95): 

In each of the questions below are given
some statements followed by some conclu-
sions. You have to take the given statements
to be true even if they seem to be at vari-
ance from commonly known facts. Read all
the conclusions and then decide which of
the given conclusions logically follows from
the given statements disregarding common-
ly known facts.

92. Statements: All sinks are cars. 
All cars are kites.
Some kites are backs. 
Some backs are screens.

Conclusions:
I. Some backs being sinks is a possibility.
II. All cars are backs. 
III. All sinks are kites.
IV. Some screens are kites.
1) Only I and III follow 
2) Only I and IV follow
3) Only I follows 
4) Only III follows 5) None

93. Statements: All streams are ships. 
Some ships are stems.
All hands are stems. 
Some stems are phones.

Conclusions:
I. No ship is a phone.
II. No hand is a phone.
III. No stream is a stem.
IV. All stems are streams.
1) Only I and II follow 
2) Only II follows          

3) Only III follows 
4) Only either I or IV follows
5) None of these

94. Statements: Some claws are nails. 
Some nails are cds.
All deals are claws. 
All cables are cds.

Conclusions:
I. Some claws are cds.
II. Some nails are cables.
III. No cd is a claw. 
IV. Some claws are deals.
1) only I follows            2) only II follows
3) Only III and IV follow 
4) Only IV follows
5) Only either I or III and IV follow

95. Statements: Some cleats are lans. 
Some lans are pants.
Some pants are trunks. 
All trunks are zips.

Conclusions:
I. Some cleats are pants.
II. Some lans are both cleats and pants.
III. All trunks are lans.
IV. Some trunks are not zips.
1) only I follows               2) only II follows
3) onlt IV follows 
4) only II & IV follows 5) none

Directions (96-100): 

★ There are eight boxes with different food
items among PIZZA, BURGER, MAGGI,
PASTA, CHOCOLATE, CAKE, SAND-
WICH, CHEESE placed in the form of a
stack numbered 1-8 with 1 being the lower-
most position and 8 being the uppermost,
not necessarily in the same order. 

★ Cake is at 7th position. Maggi is at an odd
position. Only pizza is in between cheese
and chocolate. There are only two boxes
between cake and burger but does not
include sandwich.

96. Which box is at 3rd position?
1) Sandwich 2) Cheese 
3) Chocolate 4) Maggi
5) either b or c

97. What is the position of sandwich box?
1) 6th 2) 5th 3) 8th 
4) 4th 5) none

98. Which box is placed just above the
cheese box?
1) Maggi 2) Pizza 
3) Burger 4) Pasta
5) Can’t be determine

99. Which box is just below the cake box?
1) Pasta 2) Sandwich 
3) Maggi 4) Burger
5) Data insufficient

100. Which of these boxes are not adjacent to
each other?
1) Cake, Pasta 2) Burger, Pasta
3) Maggi, Pasta         4) Sandwich,Cake
5) Maggi, Burger
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ANSWERS
66. 5 
67. 3
68. 1
69. 1
70. 2
71. 3
72. 5

73. 1
74. 3
75. 2
76. 1
77. 2
78. 5
79. 3

80. 4
81. 2
82. 5
83. 4
84. 4
85. 3
86. 5

87. 3
88. 1
89. 4
90. 5
91. 1
92. 1
93. 5

94. 5
95. 5
96. 5
97. 3
98. 5
99. 1
100. 2
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